
40 lrittdifit �mtritan, �rthitttt� and �uitdtt� �ditiO'n. 
Hllits for Builder.. making it appear wider and higher. and the same tallest of which is 14 ft. in height. This plant is six 

The architects and builders of a thousand years or effect can be reached by increasing the scale and years old. and the others four 
more seemed to recolIDize the peculiar construction of strength of color of the mural decorations adopted It 1S extremely rare to obtain ·such specillJens of a 
the eye and its ability to take in round objects better at the ends. plant which scarcely exceeds three feet in height in 
than square, and. no matter whether they understood Any of the foregoing can be modified or increased by ordinary cultivation. The arrangements represented 
this delusion or optical principle or not. it was appa- treatment of the floor surface, whether by carpets, rugs, herewith are very pleasing and decorative, and might 
rently applied to all their public buildings and rooms of painted boards. or the parquet flooring; lines running oe oftener adopted by amateurs in horticulture. 
state. Though some of their specimens of architecture across a room, or rugs laid down at intervals. having The fuchsia is admirably adapted for the decoration 
baffie the best engineering skill of the present age, these the effect of shortening, and to an extent of heighten- of gardens. The elegance of its form, the lovely aspect 
secrets were not buried beneath the ruins of Baalbec, ing and widening a room, consequently lines running of its flowers and their duration, and the little care 
Herculaneum, or Pompeii. in the length increase this dimension. and tv an extent that its culture requires should contribute to recom-

It Illay be that the massive stones in some of their large reduce-the height and width. A floor polished increases llJend it still further to the attention of landscape 
temples were put in place by some lllechanical contriv- the apparent height of an apartment by reflecting all gardeners. In 1845, Mr. G. Porcher, president of the 
ances unknown in modern Orleans Horticultural So-
times; or it may be that ciety, published a learned 
large hills once occupied monograph upon fuch8ias 
their temple sites. and the in an interesting volume 
stones placed one above which was soon out of 
another, as we build a cel- print. A second edition 
lar wall, and when the of the work appeared in 
structure wa!'l completed 1848, and to this the au-
underground. the hill was thor added an enumera-
razed and the edifice ap- tion of 738 species and va-
peared in all its architec- rieties of the plant. We 
tural beauty and simplici- should add that since that 
ty, appearing, as it were, period the list has consid� 
in a single night, a master- erably increased, thanks 
piece to excite the wonder to the science of our horti-
and admiration of genera- culturists and to the zeal 
tions countless centuries of amateurs, who are much 
afterward more numerous than is 

But the external appear- usually thought.-;-La Nar 

ances of their structures tm·e. 
were by no means the only __ e. ---

features that deceived the Iv)" In Hanging Ba.kels. 

eye, and were intended to Among the very best 
so decei vee The writer has plants for filling wire bas-
stood in some rooms, in old kets that are hung up in 

temples. that the apparent corridors, verandas, and 
size would stagger belief; other exposed places all 
and in others very smaH the year round are !'lome of 
as measured with the eye the many beautiful varie-
would be small and still ties of ivy, especially those 
have so many 0 u t s id e with very small foliage and 
walls, showing them to be graceful trailing shoots. 
very much larger than one Some years ago I was very 
would estimate. On the CURIOUS DESIGN FOR WALL PAPER OR PANEL FOR A NURSERY. much pleased with the ex-
other hand, the large room cellent effect produced by 
would not be half so large as it looked to be, and the vertical lines and prolonging them.-J. F. E., St. Louis means of the common English ivy alone, that an 
smaller twice its apparent size. These people dis- Miller. amateur friend used to employ in a great variety 
guised distances by curves, domes and alcoves; even a ·· .... ,.. of ways, for decoration, and especially for filling 
slope of but three inches of the floor toward the center, THE CULTURE OF FUCHSIAS. hanging baskets both indoors and out, the win-
with a corresponding elevation of the ceiling center, Lovers of flowers will perhaps be interested in the dows being draped with elegant shoots from plants 
made a difference of as many feet in the apparent accompanying engravings. reproduced from photo. growing in the smallest possible root space. Since that 
height. graphs representing some fuchsias of unusual forms time I have employed ivies for baskets, for brackets, 

These principles are of easy application in modern and dimensions raised by an amateur florist at Evreux. and balconies. and with excellent effect. Any one who 
buildings. To make a room appear higher, the plain These fuchsias are the ornallJent of the garden, and are has not tried them can have little idea of the variety of 
surface of the ceiling should be decreased by the mould- admired by connoisseurs as much for the vigor of their form and color to be found among these common hardy 
ings of the cornice, by panels, or. in the absence of growth as for the abundance and beauty of their plants, and the smaller the root space the better do 
these, by bands of color performing the same office, A flowers. Fig. 1 represents one of these shrubs in its they display their variegation. The golden blotched 
vel·tical system of line should be adopted in mural de- fourth year, and one whose flat, dome·shaped head, variety, that only produces a few golden leaves at wide 
coration. and the mantel should be lower. two yards in diameter, is large enough to allow several intervals apart when planted in rich soil. becomes 

l'hen , to make a room appear lower. precisely the op- persons to take advantage of its shade. Seated under beautifully variegated when starved at the root. and 
posite treatllJent should be adopted; that is, to increase. this plant, oue can conver8e or refresh himself, as is some of the silver variegated sorts hre equally interest
the plain ceiling, adopt a horizontal system of mural I shown by the objects reproduced in the cut, which ing. The large leaved kind called Hedera lllaculata. 
decoration, with a dado and a high mantel. To make

.

serve at the same time to well establish the dilllensio

. 

ns 

I 
that in rich soil assumes a dull white variegation, is 

a room appear wider may he accomplished by making 
I 

of this exceptional specimen. very llluch improved by basket culture, and the best 
it appear lower; but where this is undesirable, or where In Fig. 2, three other fuchsias are grouped, the of such hardy subjects is that they impart a cheerful 
it is insufficient, the effect look to a dwelJing house 
can be reached by adopt- at a time when other less 
ing a mural decoration on hardy plants need the shel-
a graduated scale of form, ter of heated glass !'\truc-
decreasing upward. so that tures. For lining the base 
two or lllore patterns at of hanging baskets nothing 
the top similar to those at is equal to the stonecrops. 
the foot are found to occu- They look fresh and green 
py the same space as one at all times of the year, 
at the foot, and this effect except when covered with 
can be much increased white or yellow flowers.-
by a gradation of color J. G., Hants, in The Gar-
upward from d a r  k t o  den. 
light. --_4 ........ _ ... _--

To make a room appear 
narrower is accomplished 
by making it appear high
er; but in case enough de
ception cannot be pro
ducpd in this way, the 
same effect can be obtained 
by adopting a s t r o n g l  y 
drawn, large pattern in 
strong color for mural 
decoration. To make a 
room appear longer is ac
complished by making it 
appear lower and narrow
er, and the effect is in
creased by decreasing the 
scale and strength of color 
of the mural decorations 
adopted at the ends. To 
make a room appear [,hort
er is accomplished by Fig. 1. SHRUBBY FUCHSIAS. 
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Fig. 2. 

To copper small piecf's 
of sheet iron: Clean the 
article thorough I y by treat
ment in a bath of muriatic 
acid 1 part, water 4 parts. 
to remove aU scale. Wash 
in hot water and tUlllble 
in sawdust wet with a 
solution of SUlphate of 
copper in water, to which 
add as much sulphuric 
acid as is equal to the 
weight of the dry sulphate 
of copper. Use about 2 
ounces of each to a gallon 
of water. You may also 
copper work that cannot 
be easily tumbled by dip
ping in the above solution 
hot. The WOl'k must be 
clean and free from grease. 
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